Mathematical proof is a deductive argument logically composed to show the truth of a statement. The study of mathematical proofs is separated between construct a mathematical proof and comprehending a given proof. This article is aimed to discuss the notion of mathematical proving ability which is combined from two ability: construction and comprehension of proofs. The assessment of this ability is derived from assessing both construction and comprehension.
Introduction
There are many different ideas and suggestions provided by the literature on what a mathematical proof is. Proof itself is a common notion which poeple used to convince others that the statement they have made is true. At the court for instance, the attorney gives the proofs to the judge for proving that the suspect is a guilty person and deserved to be punished or contrary that the person is innocent and must be released. The proofs used can be anything including witnesses speech or documents such as photos, voice record or a videotape. Those proofs then are arranged as logic as much in order to prove and convince the judge what attorney have said is logically true. That analogy is working on mathematical proofs. Proofs in mathematics is used to investigate and show the truth of a mathematical conjecture or theorem by utilitizing mathematical statements which logically and properly composed.
Even though proofs can be used in mathematics or other applications such as law or science, yet it is still have a minor difference between them in term of the truth. Katz & Starbird [1] claim that the truth outside mathematics was an evidence or a data for supporting a statement. for example in natural science, the truth of a claim is determined by empirical mean involving observation, measurement, and experiment. Meanwhile truth in mathematics is establish by proof that is an logically sound argument where each statement used must be logic unless the argument was denied [2] . Hence the truth outside mathematics discourse is determined by showing the existence of empirical evidence whereas the truth in mathematics is a logical value comprised in a mathematical argument. The differences on the truth decision distinguish mathematics and other empirical sciences as Healey and Hoyles said "Proof is the heart of mathematical thinking, and deductive reasoning, which ... exemplifies the distinction between mathematics and the empirical sciences" [3] .
Defining Mathematical Proofs
Aforementioned explanation provides a description about proof in general but what is proof and mathematical proving itself? The scholars give several views on it. Stylianides [4] describes that mathematical proof is fundamental for knowing and doing mathematics because mathematical proof is important for understanding, communicating, and developing mathematics knowledge. Meanwhile Harel and Showder [5] said that proof in mathematics is "...the relatively precise argumentation given by mathematicians..." which is supporting what Selden and Selden [6] said "..proofs are... convincing, deductive arguments..." Moreover, Devlin [2] also exposed that "..proof in mathematics is a logically sound argument that establishes the truth of the statement..". Combining the ideas of mathematical proof mentioned can be stated that proof in mathematics is an deductive argument logically composed to show the truth of a statement.
However, every argument that has been made is not necessarily said to be a proof because the argument must be validated and accepted by others. Devlin [7] stated that the argument has been made must (i) has been accepted by a number of mathematical whom the community at large feels it can trust on such matters, and (ii) has not yet been shown to be false. This implies that aspects of recognition from others are very important to ensure that the argument is logically correct. Scholars called it as social aspect of proof. For istance, Heinze [8] said that "there is a consensus that social processes particularly play an important role in the acceptance of new scientific results, theorems, and proofs". Heinze also indicate that a tendency for mathematicians to accept a proof mainly because it was checked by themselves, produced by colleagues with high standards or published a long time ago and had not since been contradicted. Hence a proof is accepted by the mathematical community as a proof once there is social agreement that it is indeed a proof.
Other considerable aspect in an exploration of proof notion is the nature of proof. A statement or theorem is possible to be proven with a formal or informal proof. Formal proof has a formal syntax, a clear logical sequences, formulas or terms and arguments logical syntactically arranged [9] . Conversely, informal proof does not utilize certain rules such as logical sequences, logical axioms and formulas. Some mathematicians and experts argue that a textbook proof is actually formal [10] as it provides all of the information that students need to obtain a basic understanding of the proof, even though some of the logical links may not be explicitly written in the text. While informal proof is likely experienced by secondary students as using example to prove odd and even number problem [11] eventhough some undergraduate student student still using it for generalisation [12] , [13] . Some philosophers even suggest this informal proof is a "real (mathematical) proof" where students produce argument by themselves [14] .
Method
This study uses a literature review approach with a multistep processes. First, researchers conducted an online searching of peer-reviewed articles in journals or conference proceedings mainly using the google scholar search engine, ERIC and journals subscribed by the University of Szeged library. While searching, the researchers used the keywords mathematical proof, mathematical constructing arguments, assessment of mathematical proving abilities. In the searching process, the term "Mathematical Proving Ability" was not found explicitly, but several terms obtained from the literature were "proof comprehension" and "proof construction".
The second step is to combine the proof comprehension and proof construction terms into a single term to "mathematical proving abilities" and identify any evaluation tools that have been used to measure sub-components of "mathematical proving abilities". In the selection of academic literature, the researcher did not make a limitation for the year of publication so that any research relevant to the search was included in this study.
Proving Ability
Studens' ability of mathematical proof involved two aspects: ability to comprehend proof and construct proof. Those aspects altogether constitute mathematical prove ability. It is generally understood that proof construction tasks simply relate to the creation of an argument that attempts to prove a given theorem. In contrast, it is generally understood that proof comprehension relates to understanding a proof which has already been constructed.
A number of studies had been done by researchers both proof comprehension [15] - [17] and proof construction. The studies indicates that generally students experienced difficullties or made errors on both aspects. Even though most of students' difficulties found was about proof construction [18] - [20] , some researchers argued that students' difficulties when facing proof comprehension or proof construction was quite similar [21] . To make it clear the differences between those aspects, this section therefore briefly confirms what is meant by proof comprehension and proof construction and the differences between the two.
A. Proof comprehension
Understanding proof is a basic element in proof ability. Understanding mathematical proof requires mathematical reasoning to determine the relationship between premises in an argument. Lin & Yang, [15] revealed in their research about reading comprehension in geometry that the main factors influencing a person in understanding proof are logical reasoning and relevant knowledge. In general relevant knowledge helps in digesting and understanding the statements written by the author. Relevant knowledge is very helpful in understanding the evidence as in the textbook which has eliminated several steps in order to save more space. Whereas logical reasoning here plays a role in inference, namely conclusions to whether the proof is logical or not. Furthermore, Lin & Yang [15] and Mejia-Ramos [17] suggested four levels of proof comprehension. At the first level, termed surface, students acquire basic knowledge regarding the meaning of statements and symbols in the proof. At the second level, which Yang & Lin [16] called recognizing the elements, students identify the logical status of the statements that are used either explicitly or implicitly in the proof. At the third level, termed chaining the elements, students comprehend the way in which these different statements are connected in the proof by identifying the logical relations between them. Finally, at the fourth level, referred to as encapsulation, students interiorize the proof as a whole by reflecting on how one may apply the proof to other contexts. These aspects then used to compose instrument to measure proof comprehension in their studies.
Having established the methods for measuring students' understanding of proofs, the researcher's focus is now turn on how to improve proof comprehension. This was reviewed by several researchers, including Hodd et al. [22] and Alcock et al. [23] . They conducted experiments to enhance proof comprehension using self-explanation training. They suggested that using self-explanation training increases students' cognitive engagement and the frequency with which students move their attention around a proof hence improves students' proof comprehension.
B. Proof Construction
Lee [24] define proof construction as the process of constructing mathematical assertions to determine the largest of mathematical objects for which the mathematical proposition is true or false through the search for possible examples and counterexamples. Proof construction problems are often faced by undergraduate students in subjects that are dominant in abstraction such as real analysis [25] , abstract algebra [18] , [26] , and number theory [27] , [28] . The number of difficulties were found by several researcher regarding proof construction [13] , [18] , [19] , [29] . These difficulties are inseparable from the nature of proof constructing ability which is a very compound ability. In order to fulfill the tasks, students must have relevant knowledge, know how to generate the arguments and validate that the arguments made are logically correct to be accepted. This is supported by Boero [30] , that construct a proof involves: production a conjecture includes the examination of the problem, identification the arguments which supporting the evidence and formulation of conjecture, exploration of the content of the conjecture, and identification of appropriate arguments for validation.
One important aspect in proof construction is the method of constructing the arguments. The application of appropriate method can help students in constructing a proof otherwise improper using method will instead increase the level of difficulty even causing logical errors. Some construction methods proposed by Gould & Hurst [31] and widely utilized and studied by researchers are direct proof [32] , mathematical induction [33] , proof by cases [12] , [34] , contradiction [20] and contrapositive. In addition to these construction methods, there is also a notion of proof construction strategy. Zazkis et al. [25] proposed 2 types of strategies that is believed to have a higher success rate, called the targeted strategy and the shotgun strategy. When using a targeted strategy students would develop a strong understanding of the statement they were proving, choose a plan based on this understanding, develop a graphical argument for why the statement is true, and formalize this graphical argument into a proof. When using a shotgun strategy, students would begin trying different proof plans immediately after reading the statement and would abandon a plan at the first sign of difficulty.
Students' strategy utilitization or methods selection in proof construction is influenced by students' proof scheme. Lee [35] define a student's proof construction scheme as a cognitive scheme underlying one's proof construction [36] , [37] and organization or interpretation of information concerning proof construction. According to Harel and Sowder [5] , there are three types of proof scheme.
a. External conviction
The conviction is coming from external to students where students rely on authority, the ritual, or on symbol. Authoritarian proof scheme is approved by an establish authority like teachers or books. While the conviction of the ritual proof scheme comes from the form of the proof such as pre-service teacher belief on two column format of geometry argument.
b. Empirical proof scheme.
Those with this proof scheme rely on evidence from examples or internal perceptions to believe a proof proves a claim. Using one or more examples to imply general truth is known as inductive proof scheme whereas perceptual proof scheme use rudimentary mental images.
c. Deductive proof scheme
With this proof scheme, a person or community believes a proof proves a claim based on logical inferences and accepted principles (axioms).
Harel and Sowder suggested that the deductive proof scheme is the ideal scheme for students to have, since it is in line with the proof scheme of mathematicians. They also suggested that students' proof schemes can be changed and refined over time.
C. Assessment Of Mathematical Proving
The previous discussion has disscussed two types of abilities relating to proof and proving. Research conducted by researchers mainly only supports one aspect of proof whether proof comprehension or proof construction. In this section we will try to explore the assessment method in both aspects of proving ability.
D. Assessment Of Proof Comprehension
Several studies have been carried out in measuring proof comprehension abilities. In the Yang & Lin [16] study they call it reading proof comprehension because understanding proof is more dominant in the reading aspect. In their research Yang & Lin [16] tried to compile instruments that could be used to measure the ability of reading proof comprehension for secondary school level students. They conceptualized the notion of proof comprehension from several previous studies including Duval [38] , [39] , Healy and Hoyles [40] , Lakatos [41] and Selden & Selden [42] , [43] . Yang & Lin [16] formulate five facets in reading proof comprehension. Those are of basic knowledge, logical status, integration or summation, generality and application or extension.
Basic knowledge status measures students' understanding of mathematical terms, images and symbols. The facet of logical status is to measure the recognition of the status of an argument, which may be premises, conclusions or applied properties of proof. Summarisation measured understanding of the given, the claims or the critical idea in a proof. The facet of generality measures the recognition of accuracy of proposition or proof and what a proof tries to prove. The facet of application is measuring the ability of knowing how to apply a proposition in the other situation. They then described the facets into 16 Nevertheless, the results of the analysis, according to Yang and Lin, suggested the five facets could be split into three different groups. Group one was basic knowledge, group two was logical status and summarisation and group three was generality and application. Yang and Lin conjectured that as a student acquires the skills in each group, they develop their reading comprehension of geometry proof and move through four hypothetical levels of comprehension: surface level, recognising elements, chaining elements and encapsulation. They stated that student who understand most of the terms and sentences (basic knowledge) under the context of reading a proposition and its proof is beyond the surface level and toward the secong level; another eho identifies most statements as premises, conclusions or applied properties (logical status) and catching the hardcore of this proof or the critical proof idea (summarization) is beyond the recognizing elements level and toward the third level; and one who identifies what is validated by the proof (generality) and knows how to apply the proposition or proof (application) is beyond the chaining elements level and toward the encapsulation level. The Figure 1 shows clearly model constructed by Yang & Lin [16] .
This model then replicated and modified by Mejia-Ramos et al. [17] for undergraduate proof comprehension because they argued that Yang & Lin's model was too simplistic for modelling undergraduate proof. Furthermore, according to Mejia-Ramos et al., Yang and Lin's model did not include whether a student understands a proof in terms of higher-level ideas which mean the methods involved in the proof or how the proof relates to specific examples.
Mejia-Ramos et al developed multiple choice questions of seven different aspects of proof. The first three types of assessment address students' comprehension of only one, or a small number, of statements within the proof. They consist of the meaning of term and statement, logical status of statement and proof framework, justification and claims. The remaining four types which is called holistic address student's understanding as a whole. They are summarizing via high-level ideas, Identifying the modular structure, Transferring the general ideas or methods to another context and Illustrating with examples. The Table 2 resume the aspect of proof comprehension from Mejia-Ramos et al. [17] . Proof framework -logical status of statements -logical relationship between statements and statement being proven Justification and claims how each assertion in the proof follows from previous statements in the proof and other proven or assumed statements. Summarizing high-level ideas students' grasp of the main idea of the proof and its overarching approach. Identify the modular structure the proof in terms of its main components/modules and the logical relationship between them. Transferring to another context adapt the ideas and procedures of the proof to solve other proving tasks.
Illustrating example
The proof in terms of its relationship to specific examples.
E. Assessment Of Proof Construction
Assessing the results of proof construction is a rather complicated thing. As well as assessing someone's essay results in the IELTS writing exam, the assessment criteria very much involve whether the writing answers the question or not, cohesion and coherence in the writing. An assessment on proof construction can be analogous to that case. The most important thing is whether the argument students composed is answering the question and whether the statement is correctly used.
Research on proof writing has been carried out by many mathematical researchers and mathematics educators. The results found are also diverse as the fact that there are still many mistakes made by students when writing a proof. These errors are various, one of them is the result of the Stavrou [19] study which makes classification of errors that are most likely done by students, namely: assuming the conclusion in order to prove the conclusion, proving general statements using specific examples, not proving both conditions in a biconditional statement and misusing definitions. Here Stavrou gets data from students' homework which he graded then he analyzes every error that occurs and categorizes it. What is not mentioned here is how he assesses the homework of the student.
Besides Stavrou, many other researchers such as Antonini and Mariotti [44] , Moore [45] , Selden & Selden [42] , and Weber [18] which also examined student difficulties and errors at proof construction. They pay little attention to how the proof is assessed and only respond to errors that occur. It is Moore [46] who tries to adduce the idea of the assessment of the written proof. He asked for help from 4 professors to discuss on how a good proof should be written. In general, a good proof criteria according to the professors in Moore's research are logic and clarity. Logic according to him is the most important aspect of proof because it relates to the validity of proof. Logic is referred to as the overall logical structure, or proof framework [42] , the line-by-line reasoning, and the correctness of algebraic manipulations and calculations. Here proof must begin and end correctly, where the steps used are correct and logically flow from beginning to end.
The second important part of written proof assessment is clarity. Here clarity can be interpreted in various ways, namely first by mentioning explicitly the reasoning and justification of each step used, the second is proof organization so that readers can read and follow, and thirdly use language and mathematical notation correctly. Another important aspect is the issue of fluency. The purpose of fluency here is the use of language and correct mathematical notation such as grammar and punctuation. However, errors in this section are not significantly considered in proof because they have a little weight in the assessment. The last aspect is the understanding which means that students should understand what they write and a good proof shows that they understand the proof.
F. Proof Validation
One of the most important criteria in assessing a mathematical proof is the truth of the argument used so that the purported proof can be said to be valid. This evaluation of validity can differ between assessors from one another so that the evaluator's subjectivity cannot be avoided. Even so, Inglis et al. [47] stated in his article that most researchers from the mathematical community consider that the validity of proof is not a subjective matter. They mention "many in the mathematical community believe that the validity of a proof is not a issue of subjective but an objective fact ..." (p. 271). So that researchers with this kind of understanding of course must be able to show the consistency of their assessment of a proof.
Contrary to this assumption, Auslander [48] states that in evaluating the validity of proof it is subjective. He stated, "standards of proof vary over time and even among mathematicians at a given time" (p. 62). This can be seen from the assessment of several professors in Moore's (2016) study who gave different values for a particular argument. These two things make differences of view between mathematical scientists addressing the validity of proof.
Against this mathematician's view of proof, Weber [49] conducted an investigation and here he found that mathematicians disagreed about the validity of purported proofs. The same thing was also investigated by Inglis and Alcock [50] who concluded that disagreements among mathematicians were solely mathematical issue rather than problems of writing or presentation styles. Related to this, Inglis et al. [47] found other evidence that there was no agreement between the researchers about what was meant by valid proof in his study involving 109 participants. He added that many mathematicians who considered a proof were valid but some other mathematicians considered as invalid. Finally, it can be concluded that the standard in determining whether a proof is valid among mathematicians is different and it is possible for students to get an inconsistent understanding of a valid proof.
Beyond the differences of view on the conclusion of a proof validity, Weber [49] tried to explain how mathematician determines whether or not a proof is valid. Seven of the eight participants involved in the study made the proof validation in two phases. Weber explained that participants would first determine the structure of the argument, the proof technique being employed, that is primarily by being used in the argument. If the participants found the structure of the proof to be acceptable, he or she would then check argument each line. 
Conclusion
Study of mathematical proving ability is indirectly separated into two domains: proof construction and proof comprehension. The study of mathematical proof is dominated by study of proof construction. Later research about proof construction shows that students' performance to construct the proof still under expectation. Many of studies implies that students often make errors or misconception in making arguments on their proof. This skill is inseparable with their ability to comprehend the proof where student ability to construct is influenced by the proof they have read from text book or teacher explanation. However, the study of comprehending the proof is always separated with proof construction. That is why the authors want to investigate the ability of proving by combining the ability of comprehending and constructing the proof. The assessment of proving ability is adapted from the criteria of proof comprehension [72] and [50] . While assessing proof construction the rubric will be developed as the inexistence of aspects of proof construction.
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